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Ensure your Meeting Planners are firing on all cylinders

The devil is in the details
There are so many details for a speaker bureau
program. Overlooking one of them can be
costly. Forgetting to book A/V, not facilitating
travel for a speaker, or even forgetting to collect
sign-ins from a Rep can have large ramifications
Build alignment with your team, and clearly
define the steps and process all Meeting
Planners should follow when executing
a program
Then make sure that your platform has the
ability to track this process, track when each
task is completed, and by whom

This is especially important if you’re an agency
and have an SLA in place with your client
If Reps are submitting programs and Meeting
Planners aren’t getting back to them quickly,
it will create issues

Ensure that each task has a defined due date
Send out automated emails to Meeting
Planners and their managers if a task
is overdue to help ensure everything is
completed in a timely manner
Give your management team the visibility to
monitor the execution of your programs from
a dashboard view
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Avoid speakers getting paid the wrong amount

Speakers getting paid the wrong amount can
result in costly compliance issues

Restrict access to who can edit the honoraria
for each speaker

It is important that speakers are compensated
on their approved contracted rates

Make it automatic if speakers change for
a program

It is important that amounts are correct so that
they do not exceed their honoraria cap limits

Track the history of the honoraria
for each program so that you
can refer back to it

If it is done and calculated manually, there
will be errors
The answer is to automate the process
Choose a platform that can calculate honoraria
for your team automatically
It should be a system that’s flexible and can look
at the speaker tier and pull the correct rate for
each program type, or do a real time mileage
calculation if speakers are compensated on
their travel time

There should be a solid manual quality control
process in place at reconciliation as managers
do a final spot check, adding accountability to
your team and the process
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Make sure Meeting Planners send out the right communications
and event information EVERY TIME
Sending out the wrong information can be
painfully embarrassing and result in serious
compliance issues
Use a platform that can import your regulatoryapproved communications and use/enforce
them as templates so that your Meeting
Planners can easily leverage them with no risk
of human error
Export communications to Word, PDF and other
formats as well

Give your team the ability to send out
compliant communications to Reps, HCP
attendees, venues, and speakers at the click
of a button
Automatically merge in the correct info for
them to save time and eliminate the chance
of errors

Track all communications that are sent,
including opens and clicks
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NEVER have Incomplete or bad HCP data for spend transparency

Hot water with the FDA if not submitted
correctly or result in disputes with HCPs

Critical to use a platform that captures all
data requirements automatically needed for a
seamless submission of aggregate spend data
Important for your system to use a unified
data set and a feed from a master database
of speakers and target HCP attendees

Expose that database to Reps and HCP
registrants to help ensure you have all the
necessary data points from the start of the
online registration process

Critical to use an electronic signature
application on-site to capture all of the
necessary reporting fields from each HCP
attendee--including meal opt-outs

Allow registrants to search for their
existing profile instead of creating a new
duplicate record

Required fields in place to ensure everything
required has been captured

Ensure your platform can automatically calculate
PPC of meals for spend transparency

Set up an automated data feed of spend
transparency data once each program has been
closed out and reconciled by your management
and finance team
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Make sure Speakers DON’T use old slides

There are serious consequences from a
compliance standpoint if speakers are presenting
old expired slide content instead of the latest
approved decks
A good platform can help equip all stakeholders
with the latest compliant slides
Automatically email the presentation to Rep,
Speaker, and A/V provider prior to the event to
ensure they use the latest. Instruct everyone
that is the process
Track that they downloaded it from the link,
and follow up with them if they did not

Locked slide decks should be accessible
from the speaker portal
Have a slide sorter tool that automatically
enforces approved business rules into
downloaded decks

Or – take it a step further and don’t allow
speakers to download anything; have them
access the slides from a non-downloadable
presentation tool that’s part of the speaker
portal. This ensures that the latest slides are
used. You can use the technology to create
more engaging presentations with polling and
tests that show a more measurable ROI as well
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Ensure that the right speakers are used ALL THE TIME

There are big compliance issues if a speaker
is utilized for a program that they should not
have been
It is important for a platform to automate the
selection of compliant speakers to help reduce
the chance of an issue
The system should be flexible and allow for
more advanced business rules as well, such as
geographic restrictions to minimize unnecessary
travel, or alignments that speakers might have to
the org chart of the life science company

The platform should have, at minimum,
the following controls in place
• Check that the speaker has an active contract
inline with the date of the proposed event
• Check that the speaker has successfully
completed their training on the topic or slide
deck for the event
• Check that they have not met their
mandated honoraria cap for the current
year or contract period
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Make sure the approval processes is being followed

It is important to follow all mandated approval
processes to help ensure compliance, whether
it’s for program approvals, the transferring
of budget allocations, speaker nomination
processes, etc.

A good platform will enforce automated
process so that it leaves less of a chance for an
important step to be inadvertently skipped and
a compliance issue to be created

You should be able to implement those business
rules into the platform and then not have to
worry about it

Have automated emails for anything
and everything

It should be easy to see where it’s at in the
process with a clear status, and with the ability
to manually intervene if the need arises

Also have automated reminders to help reduce
critical paths and to keep everyone on-track
with approvals
Auditing and history features should be in
place as well
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Find things at your fingertips: you need a centralized system

You should be using a platform where you can access anything needed in a couple clicks;
otherwise you’re wasting time and money
This is especially important if you’re doing a larger volume of programs where productivity
and efficiency is key; it can help with running a leaner, meaner event management team

Everything should be easily searchable

There should be robust note-taking capabilities

There should be an audit trail in place to access
history for any data in the system

You should have the ability to track any emails
sent out by the system, and the deliverability
of it as well
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Track what’s been done

When the event planner’s away on vacation,
what’s been done? See Hack #8
This is even more important for agencies with
an SLA with their client, where timing is key

Make sure all emails and
communications are stored

Have a centralized tracking tool
Have visibility on what’s been done
and what remains

Have notes allowing for collaboration
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If you have too many different systems

One site is used for HCP reg, another site for
finance tracking, another for event planners,
travel in another site, some in Excel; Reps are
using Veeva or Salesforce

There are too many logins, too much lost
productivity jumping around from site to site
Each site uses its own database with its
own dataset

Pick a platform that gives you one site for HCP reg, finance tracking, event planner portal,
travel managements, etc. Get back that lost productivity
One platform with everything is the way to go — much more efficient
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